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DOMETIC COOLMATIC
CRX 80 Compressor

refrigerator 12/24 Volt DC 
        

   

Product price:  

818,22 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

The CRX Series of refrigerator is a veritable chameleon. It's a fridge, it's a fridge-freezer and it's a
freezer. This patented invention is down to the removable freezer compartment and smart
electronics that regulate the compressor speed, simultaneously saving energy. The freezer box
can simply be pulled out to make a larger fridge or freezer and the desired temperature manually
set. (CRX 110 and 140 does not include removable freezer compartment).

This smart refrigerator has a stainless steel effect front, offers 78 l of cool storage and an optional
7.5 l of freezer space. It's also superbly efficient and generates minimal noise.

Removable freezer
The freezer compartment can easily be removed to make room for more fridge storage

Two-in-one
The fridge's control panel also has an integrated light.

Convenient solutions
Flexible shelves, bottle holder, egg compartment, and separate baskets.

Organised storage
The fridge interior contains well organised shelves.

Separate storage
The separate compartment is ideal for storing fresh fruit and vegetables.
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Cooler than ever
The compressor refrigerators in the CoolMatic CRX series are ingenious quick change artists.
Their trick is no secret, but a patented Dometic invention. The desired temperature is set on the
soft touch control panel which is mounted flush in the inner wall and elegantly integrates the LED
light. There's smart electronics behind it: the system regulates the compressor speed therefore
achieving energy savings of up to 25%. Small or medium-sized motorhome or boat, single person
or big family – nobody has to go without a Dometic CoolMatic refrigerator.

The 3-in-1 cooling solution
The Dometic CoolMatic CRX 80 offers 78 l of cool storage and an optional 7.5 l of freezer space.
Providing a 3-in-1 solution, you can choose between having: a fridge, freezer or both at the same
time! By automatically adjusting its fan speed according to the ambient temperature the CRX 80
also generates minimal noise. It boasts an intelligent electronic control of the compressor speed
making it up to 25 % more efficient. Combined with the superb temperature control via the newly
designed soft touch control panel – and you have one seriously efficient, intelligent fridge.

Not binding images and technical data.

  

Product features:  

Voltage (V): 12 / 24
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